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Abstract
In this paper we describe a refined Chow theory for log schemes and relate it to
the theory of b-divisors. This problem was originally motivated by the construc-
tion by Abramovich, Chen, Gross and Siebert of log Gromov-Witten invariants
in [GS13], and we hope to explain this motivation in future work. For now we
produce a dimension graded family of Abelian groups supporting a push-forward
and pull-back along proper and log flat morphisms respectively.
1 Introduction
Chow theory is the theory of subvarieties of a target space X “up to rational equiva-
lence”. Two subvarieties are equivalent if they lie in a family of subvarieties flat over
P1. From this one produces methods to transfer such cycles, flat pullback and proper
pushforward as well as an excision sequence.
Log geometry on the other hand is an extension of algebraic geometry which allows
one to include degeneration data and mild singularities. It was introduced by Kato
in [Igu89] but has become fundamental to the study of compactifications of moduli
spaces.
The motivation for this paper is that the log structure encodes information not seen
in the classical algebraic geometry. In particular many morphisms of log schemes are
monomorphisms, despite their underlying morphism being far from it, having entire
contracted components. Monomorphisms of log schemes were first studied in work of
Mochizuki [Moc15] although the relation to this work is unclear. The driving force
behind this paper is that a cycle on a scheme should not be thought of as a closed
immersion, but rather as a proper monomorphism. That the two concepts are equivalent
for locally finite type schemes was proven by Grothendieck in [DG67].
This is the second version of this paper, and the construction given has significantly
changed from the first version owing to the inclusion of a base point. This data is
required to produce a theory with an excision sequence. In classical Chow theory any
scheme is automatically flat over a point, which is not true in the case of log schemes.
This has required that we develop more flexible tools and definitions to study log flatness
than existed previously. In particular a version of miracle flatness in the log world will
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appear in future work with David Holmes. The definition that I settled on is the
following:
Definition 1.1. A semi-morphism from X to Y is a cover of X by Uα and morphisms
of log schemes fα : Uα → Y such that on Uα ∩ Uβ the underlying scheme morphisms
fα |Uα∩Uβ and fβ |Uα∩Uβ are equal and there exists an automorphism of the log structure
intertwining the two structure maps given by multiplying by a fixed invertible element
of MU .
We say that such a morphism is semi-flat if it is locally flat in every chart. Note
that this makes sense on any chart, and being flat on one chart implies flatness on the
intersections with other charts.
This definition ensures that our local constructions glue together in a controlled
manner. In some sense this is only a technical widget, in any case where we need them
the choice of map is unique up to certain automorphisms.
Example 1.2. We begin with an example, P2 with its toric log structure, and will
liberally make use of theorem 5.3. In dimension two the only cycle is the fundamental
class, equivalently every log refinement is irreducible and of the correct dimension.
In dimension zero all the cycles are described as maps from either the trivial log
point or the standard log point. We claim that all maps are equivalent by showing that
they are equivalent to a map from the trivial log point to a point in the big torus. First
note that we can use the torus action to reduce this to considering only maps to one of
the torus fixed strata, P . Given two maps to P from the standard log point there is a
simplicial refinement such that both maps become strict. Then the components of the
exceptional curve give a series of equivalences linking the two maps.
Finally in dimension one the Chow group is generated by the class of a hyperplane
together with the exceptional curves associated to any subdivision of the fan, modulo
the natural glueing relation on these.
For now let us introduce a motivating philosophy and explain the striking features
it uncovers:
There are interesting proper log étale maps generically of degree one.
Examples of which include blowups along toric ideals of toric varieties. We will see that
such blow ups are monomorphisms of log schemes, despite the fact that geometrically
they potentially send whole divisors to a point, and are obviously epimorphisms. In
fact we believe that these should produce isomorphisms on any sensible log geometric
construction you make.
Another miraculous part of this definition is that the category of log schemes has a
form of image factorisation:
Theorem 1.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of log schemes. Then there exists
refinements f˜ : X˜ → Y˜ lifting f and a factorisation p˜ : X˜ → Z˜, i˜ : Z˜ → Y˜ such that
f˜ = i˜p˜ and i˜ is a proper monomorphism. If q˜ : X˜ → W˜ and j˜ : W˜ → Y˜ is another
factorisation of f˜ with j˜ a proper monomorphism then there is a proper monomorphism
k : Z˜ → W˜ such that i˜ = j˜k.
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The choice of refinement disappears as soon as one inverts these refinement mor-
phisms and studying the resulting category would be interesting, although one needs
to put a restriction on the underlying scheme to get a well behaved category. We can
also prove the following description of log flat schemes:
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a log irreducible scheme with generically trivial log structure.
Then X is log flat over the trivial log point if and only if the rank of the stalk of
characteristic sheaf of a strata equals the codimension of that strata.
We will generalise this result to include families over curves where the base is allowed
to have some non-trivial log structure too. Finally we provide a theorem that relates
these to classical objects, the b-Chow groups of Shokurov [Sho96].
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme log smooth over a point. Let
LogBlowUp be the category of all log morphisms π : X¯ → X where π is proper and
birational and X¯ is smooth and whose morphisms are morphisms of log schemes over
X. Write Aτk(X) for the colimit over LogBlowUp of the Chow groups Ak(X¯), where
the maps are the ones defined by Shokurov. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Aτk(X)→ A
†
k(X).
Since we now have a notion of homotopy invariance it is natural to ask whether
the virtual fundamental classes that appear in enumerative geometry are well defined
objects up to refinement. As evidence towards this we point to section 3.6.3 in [Ran19]
and the work of Leo Herr on the product formula for log Gromov-Witten invariants
in [Her19]. Indeed the problem of finding a language to prove such product formulae
was one of the motivating reasons behind this project.
1.1 Remarks and comments
There are two points to mention here that really escaped my notice when I wrote the
initial version of this paper. The first is that when we talk about closed subschemes
classically we really think of them set-theoretically. When we say that P1 ⊂ P2 is a
closed subscheme we really mean that there is a set-theoretic subscheme of P2 which is
isomorphic to P1. We do the same here, so automorphisms of the source are irrelevant.
The second point is that the sheaves defining a log structure are in the étale topol-
ogy. This means that to describe a log subscheme we should construct it again in the
étale topology. Unfortunately the resultant object may not be a scheme but rather an
algebraic space. All the examples we will work with will have log structures pulled back
from the Zariski topology and so this is not a problem but technically one ought to say
the phrase algebraic space at every point, unfortunately “log sub-algebraic space” is too
unwieldy.
Everything in this paper is written for schemes of finite type over an algebraically
closed field. This is my personal preference, and developing the definitions over arbitrary
bases would be of great interest to me.
This work was carried out in part during my PhD studentship in Cambridge, sup-
ported by Trinity College, the Cambridge Philosophical Society and the Department
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for Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics. The remaining work and writing
was carried out during a postdoctoral fellowship at NCTS in Taipei. I would like to
thank Mark Gross for his insight on this project, and to Helge Ruddat for looking
over an initial draft version and providing comments. The second version of this paper
came about initially due to conversations with David Holmes and Michel van Garrel
and later at a Oberwolfach workshop with Michel van Garrel, Dhruv Ranganathan,
Jonathan Wise, Tom Graber and Rahul Pandaharipande.
2 Log Geometry
We recall the definitions of log geometry from [Ogu18]. Throughout we will only deal
with fs log schemes, and the full sub-category of these. Since we are only interested in
this case we will not preface every log scheme with fs.
2.1 Fans and toric geometry
Associated to a toric variety there is a fan, and refinements of this fan correspond to
toric blowups of the variety. Similarly there is a sheaf of fans associated to a log scheme
called the Artin fan and refinements of this sheaf of fans induces a cover of the log
scheme. In particular there is a canonical choice of refinement given by barycentric
subdivision.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a log scheme. Then there is a canonical log scheme mapping to
X given by barycentric subdivision of the Artin fan. This introduces a one dimensional
cone inside each cone of the fan and we call the corresponding cover the barycentric
refinement.
Proof. This is Section 4.3 of [ACMW14].
This gives a refinement of any log scheme to a log scheme whose generic log structure
is at most rank one.
Lemma 2.2. Let X¯ → X be the cover induced by the barycentric subdivision of the log
structure of X with X irreducible. Then the stalk of the ghost sheaf of X¯ at any generic
point of a component is N or 0.
Proof. Since these covers commute with taking fibre products it would be enough to
prove this for a single point. The result is trivial if the log structure on the point is
trivial. Therefore let kP be a point with log structure P . This admits a strict map to
Spec k[P ] sending the point to the origin. Let Σ be a fan for P , there is a bijection
between the faces of Σ and the toric invariant strata of Spec k[P ] that interchanges
dimension and codimension. By taking the barycentric subdivision we introduce a
single dimension one ray to the interior of Σ, and hence there is a unique codimension
one torus invariant strata, which lies in the fibre over kP . The log structure on this
component is N.
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2.2 Geometric properties of morphisms
We recall the notions of flat, étale and smooth morphisms of log geometry. The diagrams
involved are important, and we will see them appear frequently throughout this paper.
Definition 2.3. A morphism f : X → Y is said to be log flat (resp. étale, smooth) if
étale locally on X and Y there are charts for the log structure
X //

Speclog k[P ]

Y // Speclog k[Q]
such that the map Speclog k[P ]→ Speclog k[Q] is induced by some morphism of monoids
m : Q→ P with the following properties:
(i) m is an inclusion.
(ii) The morphism Qgp → P gp has no special properties (resp. is an inclusion with
finite cokernel of order coprime to the characteristic of k for both).
(iii) The induced morphism X → Y ×Spec k[Q] Spec k[P ] is flat (resp. étale, smooth).
We say that a log étale morphism π : X → Y is a log refinement if there is an étale
cover of Y by Ui → Y and charts Ui → Speclog k[Qi] with the following property. There
are Zariski open subsets Uij of X ×Y Ui along with charts Uij → Speclog k[Pij] and
monoid homomorphism ι : Qi → Pij such that ιgp : Q
gp
i → P
gp
ij is an isomorphism and
the canonical map Uij → Speclog k[Pij] ×Speclog k[Qi] Ui a strict Zariski open immersion.
This includes strict Zariski open immersions, toric blowups and pullbacks of these.
There is a subtlety in the definition of log flatness which requires some explanation.
The definition only states that for some choice of charts for the log structure is the
induced morphism flat, not for every chart. Indeed one can easily construct charts
where the induced morphism fails to be flat. The theory of neat charts of [Ogu] provides
charts well suited to our purposes.
Definition 2.4. Ogus defines a chart φ : X → Speclog k[P ] to be neat at a point x if
x maps to the origin inside Speclog k[P ]. In Theorem III 1.2.7 he proves the existence
of such charts compatible with morphisms. To be precise suppose that f : X → Y is
a morphism and x and y points with f(x) = y. Then there is a neat chart, so a chart
given by morphisms φ : X → Speclog k[Q] and ψ : Y → Speclog k[P ], strict at x and
an inclusion a : P → Q such Qgp/P gp ∼= M
gp
y /M
gp
x such that the following diagram
commutes:
X Speclog k[Q]
Y Speclog k[P ]
φ
f a
ψ
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In Theorem IV 4.1.7 Ogus proves that under these conditions, if f is log flat, then the
induced map X → Y ×Speclog k[Q] Speclog k[P ] is flat in a neighbourhood of x.
There is a slight relaxation of the notion of a log morphism that we will make use
of throughout this paper. Locally it is easy to construct morphisms which are flat, but
these often fail to extend to the whole log scheme. This definition allows for the log
morphism to change but in a controlled manner.
Definition 2.5. A semi-morphism from X to Y is a cover of X by Uα and morphisms
of log schemes fα : Uα → Y such that on Uα ∩ Uβ the underlying scheme morphisms
fα |Uα∩Uβ and fβ |Uα∩Uβ are equal and there exists an automorphism of the log structure
intertwining the two structure maps given by multiplying by a fixed invertible element
of MU . The composition of two semi-morphisms is again a semi-morphism, as is the
identity.
We say that such a semi-morphism is semi-flat if it is locally flat in every chart.
Note that this makes sense on any chart, and being flat on one chart implies flatness
on the intersections with other charts. We say that X is semi-flat over Y .
Example 2.6. We consider A2 with its toric log structure. Let π : X → A2 be the
blow up of the origin and i : E → X be the strict inclusion of the exceptional curve.
Then the composite πi : E → A2 is a proper monomorphism and so defines a cycle on
A2. The exceptional curve is log dimension two and is semi-flat over the standard log
point. One chart for the log structure is defined via a map (t, 0) : A1 → A2 with the
toric log structure. Then the semi-flat morphism sends (1, 1) ∈ k∗ × N to the unique
element vanishing to order one along the image of (t, 0). On the other chart a similar
morphism exists. Unfortunately these two morphisms differ by a factor of z−1 between
charts, but on the overlap the map (φ, 1) 7→ (φz−1, 1) is an isomorphism. Therefore it
does give a semi-morphism. The dimension of this cycle is 2− 1 = 1.
Now the key fact about the category of these objects is that they still possess a fibre
product.
Theorem 2.7. Let sX : X → Z and sY : Y → Z be two semi-morphisms. There is a
fibre product W = X ×Z Y and projections πX and πY universal in the category of log
schemes and semi-morphisms. Furthermore if sX is a log morphism then so is πY , if
sX is semi-flat then so is πY .
Proof. We have a cover of X and Y by Ui and Vj such that the restriction of sX and sY
to these open sets is represented by a morphism of log schemes, up to an isomorphism of
the log structure on each Ui or Vj. For Ui and Vj there is a fibre product in the category
of log schemes Ui ×Z Vj . Composing one choice of sX or sY with an automorphism
of the log structure induces an isomorphism of the fibre product. The action of this
composition on the projections is by composing by an isomorphism which is the identity
on the underlying morphism of schemes.
Therefore the collection of these fibre products glues to produce a log scheme. The
underlying scheme maps of the projections are well defined, whilst the action on the
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log structure is defined up to an automorphism on each overlap. This is our choice of
W .
We claim that this is a fibre product in the category of log schemes and semi-
morphisms. Let fX : T → X and fY : T → Y be two semi-morphisms of log schemes
with sX · fX = sY · fY . Then after refining the various covers we have a cover of T by
Sk such that fX and fY are both represented by morphisms of log schemes on elements
of this cover and that Sk ⊂ f
−1
X (Ui), Sk ⊂ f
−1
Y (Vj) for appropriate choices of i, j and k.
Now by the universal property of fibre products there is an induced log morphism
ψk,i,j : Sk → Ui ×Z Vj . On the level of underlying schemes these morphisms all glue
to give a morphism of underlying schemes. On different patches the induced ψk,i,j only
differ by automorphisms of the log structure, and so gives rise to a semi-morphism.
If f is semi-flat then each chart is log flat, and log flatness is pullback stable.
Therefore so is semi-flatness. Similarly if f is a log morphism then one needs take only
a single chart and so the projection is a genuine log morphism.
3 Extending the classical definitions
We now define the logarithmic dimension of a log scheme. In the previous version of
this paper we related this to the dimension of étale covers of the base. We don’t use
this later so we will define it directly using a formula for log dimension, that definition
is just the dimension over the trivial log point or the standard log point depending on
the generic log structure on X.
Definition 3.1 (An explicit formula for the log dimension). Let X be a log scheme
and ζ a scheme theoretic point. The potential log dimension of ζ is defined by
dim {ζ}+ rk(MX,ζ)
where the rank makes sense since this is a finite rank monoid. We define the potential
log dimension of X to be the supremum of the potential log dimensions of all scheme
theoretic points of X. Then the log dimension of X equals the potential log dimension
of X.
We are interested not in log schemes on their own, but log schemes flat over some
choice of point. The definition of the dimension of a cycle should reflect this in an
appropriate way. In particular it should be invariant in log flat families and sub-additive
under composition. Once we have a definition of image factorisation we will also show
that the image of a scheme is smaller dimension than the source.
Definition 3.2. Let s : X → Spec kM be a semi-flat morphism. The relative log dimen-
sion, or log dimension if the choice of s is apparent, is logdimkX − logdimk Spec kM =
logdimkX − rankM
gp. We write it logdimM X, supressing the dependence on s.
In the classical world flat morphisms between varieties are of constant relative di-
mension. Now that we have a notion of logarithmic dimension we can ask whether log
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flat morphisms have a well defined relative dimension. The following lemma shows that
this is indeed well formed.
Definition 3.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of log schemes. We say that f has
constant relative log dimension d if for all maps i : Z → Y with Z a point one has
logdimk Z ×Y X = logdimk Z + d
Remark 3.4. This is analogous to the classical definition of having constant relative
dimension in this context. By applying the formula for potential log dimension one can
show that if f : X → Y and g : Y → Z have constant relative dimensions d and e then
gf has constant relative log dimension d+ e.
Lemma 3.5 (Log flat morphisms have equidimensional fibres). Let f : X → Y be a
log flat morphism between log schemes with connected underlying varieties. Then f has
constant relative log dimension d. We say that d is the relative log dimension of f .
Proof. We begin by proving the result for the special case of a strict point mapping
to the origin of Speclog k[Q] and a morphism Speclog k[P ] → Speclog k[Q] induced by
an inclusion of monoids Q → P . Let T be a torus invariant stratum of Speclog k[P ]
associated to a face τ of P ∨. We claim that logdimk T = rk(P
gp). This follows from the
formula for the potential log dimension: T as a scheme is dimension codim τ + rk(P×)
and the rank of the log structure on it is dim τ . Thus adding these we obtain that T
is dimension codim τ + dim τ + rk(P×) = rk(P ∨) + rk(P×) = rk(P gp). The fibre over
the origin is the union of such strata and by the same techniques is of log dimension
rk(Qgp). Therefore the relative log dimension is rk(P gp)− rk(Qgp).
Now suppose that i : p → Speclog k[Q] is not strict but still maps to the origin.
Suppose that the log structure on p is k× ⊕M for some monoid M . Then p is nat-
urally isomorphic to the origin inside Speclog k[M ] and there is an induced morphism
Speclog k[M ] → Speclog k[Q] coming from the map of monoids. The fibre product of
fs toric log schemes is given by taking the fs pushout of the associated monoids. We
therefore have the following diagram:
Speclog k[M ⊕Q P ] //

Speclog k[P ]

Speclog k[M ] // Speclog k[Q]
where the fibre product we wish to calculate is the fibre over the origin inside Speclog k[M ].
Using the canonical isomorphism X ×Y Z ×Z W ∼= X ×Y W it is enough to take the
fibre product over the morphism Speclog k[M ⊕Q P ] → Speclog k[M ]. By the previous
paragraph this is the union of toric strata all of relative log dimension rk((M⊕PQ)gp)−
rk(Mgp). Now by the construction of fs pushout one has rk((M ⊕P Q)gp)− rk(Mgp) =
rk(Qgp) − rk(P gp). Therefore such morphisms are of constant relative log dimension
rk(Qgp)− rk(P gp).
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Now we suppose that we are in the case where étale locally on X and Y we have
charts around y
X //

Speclog k[P ]

Y // Speclog k[Q]
with y mapping to the origin and X ∼= Y ×Speclog k[Q]Speclog k[P ]. Since étale morphisms
preserve dimension we may replaceX and Y by these étale open subsets. Then y×YX ∼=
y×Speclog k[Q]Speclog k[P ] and we know already that y×Speclog k[Q]Speclog k[P ] is of relative
dimension rk(P gp)− rk(Qgp) over y.
For the general case we may take charts for the log structure with y mapping to
the origin. By log flatness X maps via a flat and strict morphism to Y ×Speclog k[Q]
Speclog k[P ]. Since this map is strict all fibre products along it commute with passing
to the underlying scheme. Such a map has a well defined relative dimension e as a map
of schemes and induces an isomorphism of log structures. Therefore y ×Y X is strict
and flat of relative dimension e over y×Speclog k[Q]Speclog k[P ]. Therefore by the formula
for potential log dimension we have logdimk(y×Y X)− logdimk y = e+ rkP
gp− rkQgp.
The integers e and rkP gp − rkQgp are independent of the choice of charts and locally
constant and so the result follows.
Remark 3.6. This result continues to hold for semi-flat morphisms.
On a toric variety the dimension of every strata is constant, equal to the dimension
of the underlying scheme. This is an important property to introduce, and is related to
our definition of log irreducibility.
Definition 3.7. Let X be a log scheme. We say that X is pure log dimensional of
dimension n if every strata of X has log dimension equal to n.
This condition appears in the definition of log Cohen-Macaulay and log regularity.
It is related to flatness by our theorem 1.4. This is a natural statement that introduces
tools important in our later discussion of semi-flatness. The proof works by relating pure
log dimensionality to the non-existence of jumping in the charts for the log structure.
To prove this we want a notion of subobjects in log geometry.
3.1 Proper monomorphisms and subobjects
We recall that a monomorphism is a morphism f : X → Y such that for any two maps
a, b : Z → X if fa = fb then a = b. This is the correct generalisation of an injection
to general category theory. The following result of [DG67] explains the geometrical
significance:
Theorem 3.8 (Proper monomorphisms of schemes are closed immersions). Let f :
X → Y be a proper monomorphism of schemes, then f is a closed immersion.
Proof. See Theorem 8.11.5 of [DG67].
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There are a natural class of monomorphisms which will occur frequently in this
paper.
Theorem 3.9 (Log refinement morphisms are monomorphisms). Let r : X → Y be a
log refinement morphism. Then it is a monomorphism in the category of log schemes.
Proof. We claim that r is a monomorphism if the canonical diagonal map X → X×Y X
is an isomorphism with inverse either projection map. Suppose that the diagonal map is
an isomorphism and suppose that we have f, g : Z → X are morphisms with rf = rg.
Then we have an induced morphism f × g : Z → X ×Y X. Now f and g are the
composites of this diagonal with left and right projection, but the two projection maps
are equal, which is to say that f = g.
The diagonal being the identity is étale local for Y and Zariski local for X, so we
may reduce to taking the charts defined in the definition of a log refinement morphism
and so a diagram
X //

Speclog k[P ]

Y // Speclog k[Q]
with all the horizontal arrows strict and the right hand vertical morphism given by
a refinement of fans. By definition the map X → Y ×Spec k[Q] Spec k[P ] is an open
immersion and in particular the product X ×Y×Speck[Q]Spec k[P ] X is isomorphic to X
itself. We are now studying (Y ×Spec k[Q] Spec k[P ])×Y (Y ×Spec k[Q] Spec k[P ]) which is
canonically isomorphic to Y ×Spec k[Q] (Spec k[P ]×Spec k[Q] Spec k[P ]). This then allows
us to reduce to proving Spec k[P ] ∼= Spec k[P ]×Spec k[Q]Spec k[P ]. Working instead with
the algebras this supposes that we have i : Q→ P an injection of fs monoids such that
Qgp ∼= P gp via igp, and asks if P ⊕Q P ∼= P . This follows from the integral fibred sum
of two monoids as follows. The sum is the quotient of P ⊕ P by the ideal generated
by (p1 + q, p2) (p1, p2 + q) for all p1, p2 ∈ P and q ∈ Qgp. But by definition Qgp ∼= P gp
and P and Q are both integral. This proves that étale locally the diagonal morphism
X → X ×Y X is an isomorphism, and therefore by descent it is globally.
These morphisms should be treated as being isomorphisms of log schemes and the
technically correct tool would be some form of localisation at a multiplicative system
inside the category of log schemes. There are two reasons not to do this, firstly for the
sake of geometric intuition, though it will mean that many geometric results will carry
a clause saying “up to log refinement”, but more seriously the concept of log flatness is
not even log refinement local on the target, see [INT13].
Our philosophy is that the correct notion of subobject is not closed immersion but
rather the equivalent proper monomorphism. This makes sense in that monomorphisms
are the proper generalisation of injections of sets and properness is a good substitute
for being closed in a world without an underlying topology. Therefore let us make the
following definition:
Definition 3.10. Let i : X → Y be a morphism of log schemes. We say that X is a
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log subscheme of Y if i is proper as a morphism of schemes and i is a monomorphism
in the category of log schemes. We call i a proper monomorphism.
We say that a morphism f : X → Y is a log proper morphism if the map on
underlying schemes is proper and the map on log structures f ∗MgpY →M
gp
X is surjective.
Equivalently this occurs if the morphism admits a refinement of X and Y such that the
induced morphism is strict.
Note that proper monomorphisms will be examples of log proper maps, as will proper
log refinements. A scheme is irreducible if for any decomposition into subobjects the
intersection between some pair of subobjects is in some sense thick. Let us introduce
the notion of a covering family and then simply copy this definition.
Definition 3.11. Let fj : Xj → X be a collection of log schemes and morphisms
indexed by a finite set J . We say that such a collection is a log covering collection if
for every log refinement morphism (equivalently every log étale morphism) U → X the
morphism ∐
i
U ×X Xi → U
is surjective on geometric points. Such a cover with fj strict Zariski open immersions
will be called an open cover, whilst if fj are log étale (resp. log refinement) morphisms
then the cover is called a log étale (resp. log refinement) cover.
We similarly say that a morphism is log dominant if it is dominant in the classical
sense when pulled back along any log flat morphism. Analogously a morphism is log
surjective if it is classically surjective on geometric points when pulled back along any
log flat morphism.
Example 3.12. Let P = (Spec k, k× ⊕ N2) and Q = (Spec k, k× ⊕ N) and take the
morphism Q→ P induced by the identity on schemes and the map (1, 1) on monoids.
This then appears to be a covering collection but if one takes the étale cover of P given
by embedding P into A2 and blowing up the origin one obtains a cover of P by P1. The
fibre product of this over Q however consists of a single point and does not cover.
Similarly we can take the standard log point over the trivial log point, f : Spec kN →
Spec k. The trivial log point admits a log flat morphism from A1 with its toric log
structure, and the fibre product over the morphism f is just the inclusion of the origin
into the line.
By passing to all log refinement or log étale covers we gain the ability to ask topo-
logical questions which may not have a sensible answer otherwise. Let us give the
definition of an irreducible log scheme.
Definition 3.13. Let X be a log scheme, we say that X is schematically irreducible
if X is irreducible. Let X be a schematically irreducible log scheme. We say that X
is log reducible if there exist proper monomorphisms i1 : X1 → X and i2 : X2 → X
such that they together form a covering collection for X, neither is a refinement of
X and logdimkX > logdimkX1 ×X X2. If such a pair exist we say that they are a
decomposition of X. Otherwise we say that it is log irreducible if it is not log reducible.
We say that X is log integral X is integral and X is log irreducible.
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Note that the notion of being schematically irreducible is not invariant under log
refinement morphisms unless the scheme in question has generically trivial log structure.
This definition is sufficiently useful in flatness problems that it is worth not attempting
to remove. We will prove that there is an equivalence between being schematically
irreducible and pure log dimensional and being log irreducible, as the following example
highlights.
Example 3.14. Let L be a line through the origin in A2 which is not one of the axes and
take the induced log structure. We claim that this is reducible. There is a morphism
A1 → L which over the origin is induced by the map of monoids (a, b) 7→ a+ b. This is
certainly not a log refinement morphism. Now let P ∼= (Spec k, k× ⊕ N2) be the origin
with the induced log structure. The coproduct of these maps is surjective on geometric
points, and by construction every geometric point of L has a geometric point mapping
strictly to it which is enough to guarantee log surjectivity.
By construction these two form a covering collection for L and neither is a log
refinement of L.
By constructing appropriate log refinements we can prove the following statement:
Lemma 3.15 (Jumping criterion for irreducibility). Let X be a schematically irre-
ducible log scheme. Then X is log irreducible if and only if it is log pure dimension.
Proof. We begin by proving that the potential log dimension is upper semi-continuous
on J under the inclusion topology. If X = Speclog k[P ] is a toric scheme then we have
seen that the log dimension of each strata is equal to rk(P gp) and so the result holds.
Now suppose that φ : X → Speclog k[P ] is a chart for the log structure. The dimension
of the fibres of φ is upper semi-continuous on the source. Now applying the formula for
potential log dimension we see that the potential log dimension is upper semi-continuous
on X as follows. Let X1 and X2 be two irreducible strata with X1 ⊂ X2 and let Y1, Y2
be the closures images of X1, X2 in Speclog k[P ]. These will be contained in closed strata
S1, S2 of Speclog k[P ] where the ghost sheaf has generic stalks P1 and P2 respectively.
The log dimension of Xi is given by
dimYi + dimφ|Xi + rk(Pi) = dimφ|Xi − codimYi/Si + rk(P ),
where dim φ|Xi is the dimension of the generic fibre of Xi → Yi. By upper semi-
continuity of the dimension of the fibres of φ we therefore have dimφ|X1 > dim φ|X2.
We also necessarily have codimY2/S2 ≥ codimY1/S1. Combining these we obtain the
desired result.
Let us assume that the potential log dimension jumps up along a strata with generic
point ζ . Take a neat chart φ : X → Spec k[P ] for the log structure around ζ , so that
ζ is mapped to the origin. The closure of the image of φ is a closed subvariety of
Spec k[P ] passing through the origin defined by the ideal 〈f1, . . . fn〉. We will construct
a toric blowup of Spec k[P ] such that the strict transform of V (f1) does not meet any
of the zero strata of the blowup. Let {mi} be the set of monomials appearing in f1
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and Hull({mi}) the convex hull of these points inside P . We consider the monoid ideal
defined by
Span({mi}) := {p ∈ P | p = q + a, q ∈ Hull({mi}), a ∈ P}
This defines a toric ideal inside Spec k[P ] and hence a log blow up Blk[P ] in the sense
of [Kat99], Section 3. The zero strata of this blowup correspond to the zero strata
of Span({mi}) and by construction are contained inside the set {mi}. Therefore the
function fi does not vanish at any of these points since precisely one monomial in it
is non-zero. In particular the strict transform of V (f1) does not contain any of these
points. Take X1 to be the strict transform of the image of φ. By construction this does
not meet any zero strata of the exceptional locus and maps via a monomorphism i1
to X. Now take X2 = {ζ}. Together these two cover X and neither is mapping via a
proper refinement to X. We must now demonstrate that dimX1 ×X X2 < dimX. The
product dimX1 ×X X2 consists of the fibre of i1 over ζ. We now apply the formula
for potential log dimension. Let X˜2 = X2 ×Spec k[P ] Blk[P ]. Then X1 ×X X2 is a strict
proper closed subscheme of this and does not include any of the minimal strata of X˜2.
Choosing ζ to have maximal dimension amongst all the jump points we see that the
potential log dimension must drop since the geometric dimension has decreased.
For the reverse implication let i1 : X1 → X and i2 : X2 → X be proper monomor-
phisms with dimX1 ×X X2 < dimX and assume that X is log pure dimensional, so
that the potential log dimension is constant on the set of strata. To begin take the si-
multaneous integralisations of i1 and i2 following the construction of [Kat99] Theorem
3.16. These induce refinements of X, X1, X2 and X1 ×X X2 preserving all this data.
By the formula for potential log dimension we can work with this refinement. Before
refinement one of X1 and X2 maps to the open locus of X with generic log structure,
say X1, and by properness of i1 this map is surjective on points. We will show that i1
is an isomorphism by showing that if i1 is integral and monomorphic then it is strict. If
i1 were not strict then there would be at least a geometric point x where it fails to be
strict. By passing to the stalk of the ghost sheaf at x we reduce to proving the follow-
ing. Suppose that (Spec k, k× ⊕N)→ (Spec k, k× ⊕M) is an integral monomorphism,
then it is strict. From integrality there is a surjection of dual cones N∨ → M∨. If this
surjection were not an isomorphism then there would be two points of n∨ mapping to
the same point of M∨ and this cannot happen since i1 is a monomorphism. This shows
that M ⊂ N with the saturation of M equal to the whole of N , but since M and N
are themselves fine saturated this is equivalent to saying that N∨ is saturated in M∨.
Now suppose that there were m ∈ M∨ \N∨ with km ∈ N∨. Then take the two maps
from Spec k† defined on dual monoids by
(1, 1) 7→ (1, n) ∈ (k× ⊕N∨)
and
(1, 1) 7→ (ζk, n) ∈ (k
× ⊕N∨)
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where ζk is a kth root of unity. These two maps are equalised by the map (Spec k, k×⊕
N)→ (Spec k, k× ⊕M) but are distinct. This contradicts i1 being a monomorphism.
Since i1 is strict and an isomorphism on underlying schemes it is an isomorphism,
contradicting the assumption that X1, X2 provide a decomposition of X.
3.2 Flatness over a trivial log point
It is a triviality classically that any scheme is flat over a point. This stops being true in
the world of log geometry and it is this problem that causes many of the definitions in
the later half of this paper to be more complicated than we would like. The following
three lemmas introduce important tools that we will exploit to prove conditions for a
morphism to be flat. We refer to [Sta18] for general properties of blowups, which details
blow ups and strict transforms of coherent sheaves even.
Proposition 3.16. Let X be a separated scheme, I a sheaf of ideals corresponding to
a closed subscheme Z and M a sheaf of ideals corresponding to a closed point x ∈ X.
Let X1 be the scheme obtained by blowing up first Z and X2 the blow up of X1 along the
inverse image of x. Let X3 be the blow up of X at x. Then X1 and X3 have isomorphic
open sets Ui ⊂ Xi with X3 \ U3 codimension two.
Proof. Firstly the inverse image of x in both X1 and X3 are principal. Therefore by
the universal property of blow ups there is a canonical morphism π : X1 → X3. We
will build an inverse to this morphism over the desired set. We may make several
simplifications. X is affine, equal to SpecA, the sheaves of ideals I and the point x
come from ideals I and m of A and m ⊃ I. Let f ∈ I ⊂ m be an element, then
X3 \D(f) has an affine chart given by SpecA[m/f ]. We construct affine charts on X1
minus the strict transform of f and V (I) as follows. The scheme X2\ ˜V (f) has an affine
chart given by SpecA[I/f ]. In this scheme the strict transform of I is principal, equal
to 〈t〉. The desired chart is then given by SpecA[I/f ][im(m)/t]. But by construction
I ·1/t ⊂ A and so this maps via multiplication to SpecA[m/f ]. By varying f we obtain
a rational map σ : X3 → X1 defined away from the strict transform of V (I). The
composites σ ◦ π and π ◦ σ are the identity away from I and x and so by separatedness
of X are the identity where they are defined.
Proposition 3.17. Let f : X → B be a morphism with B a scheme which is not flat at
a closed point b ∈ B. Let f ′ : X ′ → Blb(B) be the strict transform. Then the locus over
which f ′ is not flat intersects the exceptional divisor of Blb(B) in at most codimension
two.
Proof. We apply tag 080X of [Sta18]. This says that there is a sequence of blowups of B
along closed subvarieties such that the strict transform X of X is flat over the blowup.
Suppose that this sequence blows up Z1, . . . , Zn, and let B′ be the scheme obtained by
blowing up the inverse image of b after blowing up all these. Let B′′ be the scheme
obtained by first blowing up b then blowing up the strict transforms of all of the Zi.
Now let X ′ and X ′′ be the corresponding strict transforms. Both the pair B′ and B′′
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and the pair X ′ and X ′′ differ by a birational transform which is an isomorphism away
from codimension two. In particular the fibre over b is a divisor in both of these. By
the result of tag 085S of [Sta18] X ′ → B′ is flat and hence there is an open set in B′′
over which X ′′ is flat containing all but a codimension two subset of the fibre over b.
Now the blow-down map B′′ → Blb(B) is an isomorphism on an open subset containing
all but a codimension one subset of the fibre over b. In total this means that there is an
open subset U of Blb(B) containing all but a codimension two subset of the exceptional
fibre over b such that the strict transform X is flat over U .
B Blb(B)
B′ B′′
X X
X ′ X ′′
Proposition 3.18 (Total transforms preserve non-flatness). Let f : X → B be a
morphism with B a toric variety such that f is not flat at a geometric point b ∈ B. Let
f ′ : X ′ → Blb(B) be the total transform (so the fibre product) with respect to a weighted
blow up of the origin. Then X ′ is not flat over any point of the exceptional divisor over
b.
Proof. I must thank János Kollár for pointing me in the correct direction for a reference.
We apply [DG67] Theorem 11.6.1, which when simplified to our setting states the
following. Suppose that f : A → A′ is an injective local morphism of local rings and
of finite presentation, A is geometrically unibranched and integral and g : B → A is a
morphism of rings of finite presentation. Let Y = SpecA, X = SpecB, Y ′ = SpecA′,
X ′ = X ×Y Y
′ fitting into a diagram
X ′ Y ′
X Y
f ′
g′ g
f
Choose a point x in X mapping to the closed point of Y and x′ a point in X ′ mapping
to x in X and the closed point of Y ′ under the projections. Then f is flat at x if f ′ is
flat at x′.
To apply this to our situation we first note that toric varieties are geometrically
unibranched. We are free to localise B to b, X to a closed point where f is not flat and
Blb(B) to any point in the exceptional divisor. Then the non-flatness of f implies the
desired result.
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Corollary 3.19. Let f : X → B be a morphism of schemes with B a toric variety not
flat at 0 ∈ B. Let π : Bl0(B)→ B be a (possibly weighted) blow up of the origin. Then
the strict transform of X is a proper subscheme of the total transform of X.
Lemma 3.15 provides a strong restriction on the form of neat charts for log irre-
ducible schemes. The most natural example of log reducible log schemes comes from
taking a proper subvariety of a toric variety which passes through the origin. The po-
tential log dimension is not constant and so the subvariety is reducible. In fact this is
the source of all examples as the following lemma makes clear:
Lemma 3.20 (Neat charts have dense image). Let X be a log irreducible log scheme
and φ : X → Speclog k[P ] a chart for the log structure with xP ∈ X mapping to the
origin and x0 mapping to the big torus. Then the image of X is dense.
Proof. Suppose this were not the case. Then the image of the points with trivial log
structure is a non-empty proper subvariety of the big torus, of codimension d say. Let
XP be the log strata containing xP and X0 the strata containing x0. We may assume
that the fibre of φ over φ(x0) is of minimal dimension amongst fibres of φ, equal to e.
Let us calculate the potential log dimension on these two strata. The dimension of XP
is at least e and the rank of the stalk of the log structure is rk(P gp). The dimension
of X0 is at most dim Spec k[P ] − d + e = rk(P gp) − d + e and carries the trivial log
structure. This contradicts the assumption that X was log irreducible.
Since the image of a morphism is a constructible set this in fact tells us that the
image of such an X is dense inside the chart.
Theorem 3.21 (Relating irreducibility and log flatness). Let X be a schematically
irreducible scheme with generically trivial log structure. Then it is log flat over the
trivial log point if and only if it is log irreducible.
Proof. Suppose that s : X → Spec k is log flat. Then we have charts
X //

Spec k[P ]

Spec k // Spec k
such that X is flat over Spec k[P ]. By the jumping criterion for irreducibility, Lemma
3.15, the potential log dimension of strata of Speclog k[P ] is constant, and by the equidi-
mensionality of fibres of flat morphisms the same is true for the strata of X. Thus we
see that X is in fact log irreducible.
Conversely suppose that X is irreducible. Letting X◦ be the generic log stratum of
X, this fits into a chart
X◦ //

Spec k

Spec k // Spec k
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and hence is automatically flat. We now induct on the strata ordered by inclusion after
taking closure. Let XP denote the stratum on which the ghost sheaf has constant value
P . Suppose that s were not flat at some point on XP and take a good chart for s in a
neighbourhood of that point. Thus we have a diagram
X //

Spec k[P ]

Spec k // Spec k
Since X is log irreducible the scheme theoretic image of X inside Speclog k[P ] is
dense, by Lemma 3.20. The morphism X → Spec k[P ] is generically flat, hence the
locus on which it is not flat must be a proper closed subset of Spec k[P ] passing through
the origin. The result then follows from Proposition 3.17, Proposition 3.18 and the
construction of 3.15. Indeed, the weighted blowup of the origin of 3.15 induces a log
refinement of X, X˜. Let X1 be the strict transform of X with respect to this refinement
with the induced log structure and X2 = XP . These two log schemes admit natural
proper monomorphisms to X of which one is strict over each point of X. Therefore
they form a covering collection.
It remains to show that the log dimension of X1×XX2 is less than the log dimension
of X. To see this note that the pullback of X1 ×X X2 to the refinement cover X˜ is a
proper subvariety of the fibre not meeting any of the zero dimensional strata.
This statement and its proof is as much about semi-morphisms as it is about log
morphisms. We first give a local criterion for flatness over a point with non-trivial log
structure, and then use it to construct semi-flat morphisms to a point on refinements
of any log scheme.
Corollary 3.22. Let f : X → Spec kQ be a morphism such that at every point p
of X with MX,p ∼= P the induced map Q →MX,p is an inclusion, and generically an
isomorphism. Suppose further that over a Zariski cover each fibre product SpecP×SpecQ
Spec kQ is integral. Then f is log flat.
Proof. Suppose not, so it is not flat near a point x in X, then again we can find a
diagram:
X
Spec kQ ×SpecQ SpecP SpecP
Spec kQ SpecQ
ψX
chX
f a
chSpeckQ
Now by the assumption that the induced mapQ→MP is an inclusion the morphism
chX sends x to the origin, and by construction chQ sends kQ to the origin. Exactly the
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same argument as above, together with the log irreducibility of X gives the result.
This is local, in fact too local to be work well with log geometry. To rectify this we
need to loosen ourselves to look at semi-morphisms.
Theorem 3.23. Let X be a log scheme with reduced underlying scheme. Then there is
a proper log refinement π : X˜ → X such that every schematic component of X˜ with the
strict log structure admits a flat semi-morphism to Spec kN.
Proof. If X is log irreducible and has generically trivial log structure then the result is
an application of our theorem 3.21. Similarly we may for free work with the schematic
components of X rather than the whole of X. Therefore we may assume that X is
schematically irreducible and has non-trivial generic log structure.
First take the barycentric refinement of X. Then refine this further so that every
irreducible component is also log irreducible. Finally take a further refinement of this
such that every face appearing in a fan is simplicial. This final step preserves the fact
that ever irreducible component is log irreducible. This gives the choice of X˜. The stalk
of the ghost sheaf at every point is simplicial by construction. The stalk of the ghost
sheaf at the generic point of each schematic component is N. We claim that such a
log scheme possesses a semi-flat morphism to the standard log point. Call one of these
irreducible components Z.
Let U → Z be an open set which admits a chart chU : U → Spec k[P ] ∼= ArankP . The
image of U is contained inside a toric hyperplane in Spec k[P ], defined by the vanishing
of a single monomial, p, by the simplicial condition. On this open set we take the log
morphism sending (1, 1) ∈ k∗ ⊕ N to (1, p) ∈ MU . The corresponding chart is log flat
by the above theorem.
Given two charts U1 and U2 the change of identification with the stalks at each point
gives an automorphism of the log structure of the desired type, hence these glue to give
a semi-flat morphism.
We want to relate this to a log version of the statement that a dominant morphism
from an irreducible scheme to a smooth curve is flat. First we need an algebraic result
about flatness.
Theorem 3.24. Let C be a smooth curve. Suppose that X is a log integral scheme
such that the stalk of the ghost sheaf at every point is simplicial, the stalk of the ghost
sheaf at the generic point is N or 0 and that π : X → C is a dominant morphism of
schemes. Suppose further that every fibre of π is log irreducible. Then C can be given
a log structure such that π can be promoted to a semi-flat morphism.
Proof. We write xgen for the generic point of X, cgen for the generic point of C. The
morphism π : xgen → cgen induces a log structure on cgen, which again is either 0 or N.
Now let c0 ∈ C be a closed point and x0 the generic point of the fibre of π over c0. We
take the following pushout diagram to produce a log structure on C by pushing out the
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log structure at every point.
xgen x0
cgen c0
This gives a log structure on C which is again generically either 0 or N, but the rank
of the stalks may jump up to either N or N2 respectively. Here is one place where we
use the simplicial assumption. It is fs since log structure on X is fs. By the same
construction as above there is an induced semi-morphism π : X → C. Now to prove
flatness we consider the following diagram on the open locus where C has its generic
log structure:
X
C ×SpecQ SpecP SpecP
C SpecQ
ψX
chX
π a
chC
By assumption the morphism X → C is dominant and hence flat. Now the map ψX
is fibrewise flat by the above result, and hence by the fibrewise criterion for flatness ψX
is indeed flat.
Now we prove the result at the points where the log structure jumps. Again the
morphism X → C satisfies the property that the pullback on the log structure is an
inclusion. Then if this is morphism fails to be flat then it fails to be flat over a point
and the techniques of Theorem 3.21 apply.
Finally we need a method to associate to any morphism a cycle. Classically one
does this by taking weighted multiples of irreducible components. We prove that such
a decomposition exists and then take that definition.
Theorem 3.25. Let X be a log scheme of finite type over a point. Then X admits a
decomposition into log integral componentsX0, . . . , Xn which are unique up to reordering
and mutual refinement.
Proof. Take the barycentric refinement X˜ → X. Then X˜ is not necessarily irreducible,
letXj be the reduced irreducible components of this scheme with the strict log structure.
We claim that this is a decomposition. The surjectivity is automatic, it remains to
show that each element in this is log integral. They are reduced and schematically
irreducible, so it remains to show that they are pure log dimensional. But this follows
from properties of the barycentric subdivision.
Suppose that we have two distinct decompositions. Their fibre product over X is
again a decomposition and is a mutual refinement of both. Then the result follows from
the corresponding statement for scheme theory.
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Then this following definition is the analogue of the cycle map sending a variety to
its corresponding cycle.
Definition 3.26. Let X be a log scheme of finite type over a point. Let ij : Xj → X
be an decomposition of X into log integral and simplicial schemes. Assume further that
all the Xj are top dimensional and hence admit either a canonical semi-flat morphism
Xj → Spec kN or a genuinely log flat morphism to Spec k and write Pi for this choice
of point. Let d be the maximum of logdimk Pj . Let Comp denote the subset of the Xj
such that this maximum is achieved. The associated cycle is then defined to be:
∑
Comp
length(Xj)[ij : Xj → X ]
Where length denotes the length of the generic point of the component. For now
we consider this a formal sum and note that it is unique up to refinement of the Xj .
3.3 Images of log schemes
We have seen that there are more subobjects of a log scheme than expected. This
changes the behaviour of image factorisations in the category and provides more evi-
dence that one should really invert the refinement morphisms. We suspect that these
morphisms form the weak equivalences in some sort of model structure on the category
of log schemes. Let us give an example of what can happen if we do not invert these
morphisms.
Example 3.27. We suspect that the category of log schemes actually already carries
an image factorisation, being a variant of “the scheme theoretic image inside a maximal
log refinement of Y ”. Let us give an example where one can construct an image but it
certainly does not behave how one might want. Take a point with monoid N3, call this
P , a point with monoid N2, call this Q, and a standard log point T . We will construct
a map f : Q
∐
Q→ P as the coproduct of two maps a and b. The best way to describe
these maps is via the dual monoids, so in this case two morphisms a∨, b∨ : N2 → N3.
This process of dualising is often referred to as tropicalisation in the wider literature.
Our choice of the maps will be a∨ : (x, y) 7→ (x, y, y) and b∨ : (x, y) 7→ (x, x, y). There
is another morphism c : N → N2 equalising these two maps given by x 7→ (x, x). In
total this provides an equaliser diagram T ⇒ Q
∐
Q→ P .
We claim that the image of the map f is a point with log structure dual to the convex
hull of the images of a∨ and b∨, call this Im. Suppose that we have a factorisation
p : Q
∐
Q → I and i : I → P with i a monomorphism. Replacing I by the image of
p with the induced log structure from I we may assume that p is scheme theoretically
surjective. Thus I consists of either one point or two points. If it consists of two points
there is no way that the map i could be a monomorphism, since it would equalise the
two morphisms T ⇒ Q
∐
Q. Therefore the underlying scheme of I is a single point.
The image must be dual to a rational polyhedral complex inside N3 and contain the
images of a∨ and b∨. In particular, it contains the convex hull of the images of a∨ and
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b∨, from which it follows that Im is indeed the image. This is now very unpleasant, as
there are standard log points of Im not mapped to by any standard log point of Q
∐
Q.
By the formula for log dimension the image is even higher dimensional than the source!
Of course once we allow ourselves to refine the source this issue disappears, and one
can take an integralisation of this morphism instead. By passing to the integralisation
we will see that the map on standard log points is now surjective.
Theorem 3.28 (Images of proper log morphisms). Let f : X → Y be an integral
and proper morphism of log schemes. There exists a log refinement ψ : X ′ → X and
a log scheme im(X ′) fitting into a diagram X ′ → im(X ′) → Y which is an image
factorisation for f .
Proof. Let f : X → Y be an integral morphism of log schemes. Let p : X → Im(f) and
i : Im(f) → Y denote the scheme theoretic image of X inside Y and we give this the
log structure J associated to the saturation of Im(i−1MY → p∗MX). We claim that
this is an fs log structure. It is by definition saturated. It is finitely generated since
MY is finitely generated and integral since MX is integral. We denote this log scheme
Im(f). By construction there is a factorisation p : X → Im(f) and i : Im(f) → Y
with ip = f where to construct p we use the universal property of saturations. We
begin by proving that i is a monomorphism. Let a, b : Z → Im(f) be two morphisms
equalised by i. Since i is a monomorphism of underlying schemes a and b can only differ
in their effect on the log structure. But the induced map i# is surjective, hence a and
b are in fact the same map.
We must now prove that this factorisations is universal amongst image factorisations
via proper monomorphisms. Let q : X → J and j : J → Y be another factorisation
of f with j a proper monomorphism. By replacing J by the scheme theoretic image
of X inside J with log structure pulled back from J we may assume that q is scheme
theoretically surjective. We now claim that there is a morphism Im(f) → J . To
construct such a map it is enough to prove that the morphism j is a scheme theoretic
monomorphism. To this end let a, b : U → J be two maps equalised by j. We first
claim that topologically a and b must be equal. Suppose that they differ on some
point U ∋ SpecK → J . We extend this to a morphism of log schemes with source
(SpecK,K× ⊕ N). First note that since f induces a surjection on dual cones and q is
surjective we deduce that j also gives a surjection on dual cones. Let C be the dual
cone of the stalk of the characteristic sheaf at the image of SpecK inside Y , Ca the
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dual cone of the stalk of the characteristic sheaf of J at the image of SpecK under a,
and Cb similarly for b. Choose an element of C, c, then by surjectivity we may find
elements ca and cb of Ca and Cb mapping to c. These define morphisms of log schemes
(SpecK,K× ⊕ N)→ J equalised by j. Hence they define the same map.
Now we know that topologically these two morphisms agree we suppose that we
have a, b : U → J distinct morphisms of classical schemes, equalised by j. We will
give a log structure to U such that these two morphisms extend to log morphisms,
also equalised by j. The log structure we take is the log structure associated to the
coproduct a−1MJ ⊕a−1j−1MY b
−1MJ using the fact that a−1 = b−1 for sheaves. This
clearly admits log morphisms extending a and b, and these are by construction equalised
by j.
Since j is a proper monomorphism of schemes now it is in fact a closed subspace of
Y , and hence there is a canonical morphism u : Im(f) → J . We now need to extend
this to a log morphism. But this is easy since the log structure u−1MJ fits into a
sequence
u−1j−1MY → u
−1MJ → f∗MX
This induces a compatible morphism of log structures. This morphism is canonical and
unique, hence defines the image.
Any morphism admits a non-canonical choice of integralisation. Choosing any in-
tegralisation then defines an image factorisation but these are non-canonical and have
no universal property. However any two integralisations admit a roof given by log
refinements and by the above construction these induce log refinements of the image
factorisations. Inverting these refinement morphisms then produces a canonical func-
torial image factorisation. It is worth saying that if X is log irreducible we can always
choose an integralisation of X in this case which is generically an isomorphism.
Corollary 3.29. The category of log schemes localised at the log refinement morphisms
supports image factorisations for proper morphisms.
Our definition of cycles requires that the image of a cycle semi-flat over k† is another
cycle semi-flat over the same point. That this is true convinces me that these definitions
are indeed correct.
Proposition 3.30. Let f : X → Y be a log proper morphism with X semi-flat over kP
where P = 0 or N, reduced and log irreducible. Then the image of X is also semi-flat
over kP .
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.22, the fact that a log proper morphism admits a
refinement to a proper strict morphism and the fact that the image of an irreducible
scheme is irreducible.
3.4 Degrees of a log morphism
Now that we have notions of surjectivity, dimension and flatness one could ask if there
is a good definition of degree of a finite morphism. Similar question have been studied
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by Abramovich-Chen-Gross-Siebert and others. This has to involve the log structure
in some manner, be upper semi-continuous in finite log proper families and lower semi-
continuous in quasi-finite log flat ones.
The set up for our study will be the following. Let f : X → Y be a log dominant
morphism of schemes with logdimkX = logdimk Y = n and X and Y log irreducible.
The degree of f will be an integer invariant stable under restriction to open sets of Y
defined as follows.
Definition 3.31. Let X and Y be log irreducible schemes of dimension n and let
f : X → Y be a log dominant morphism. This induces in particular a morphism
between the generic points f : ζX → ζY . Let K and L be the associated fields to these
generic points. Therefore there is an induced morphism of fields L(MζY )→ K(MζX ).
The log degree of f is defined to be the index of this morphism of fields. We call
K(MζX ) the log function fields of X and denote it R
†
X . Note that the same definition
works if L is a finitely generated K algebra.
Indeed this agrees with the classical definition when the source and target have no
log structure. This definition should be invariant under refinement pullback. It indeed
is, as the following lemma proves
Lemma 3.32 (Degree is stable under log refinement pullback). Let f : X → Y be
a dominant morphism between schematically irreducible log schemes of the same di-
mension, r : Y ′ → Y a log refinement morphism with Y ′ schematically irreducible and
X ′ ∼= X ×Y Y
′. Then degX/Y = degX′/Y ′.
Proof. We prove the following: if g : Z ′ → Z is a log refinement morphism with Z ′ a
log irreducible scheme then the morphism g∗ induces an isomorphism R†(Z)→ R†(Z ′).
Indeed, by passing to the generic point of Z we may assume that Z is a point. Let MZ
denote the ghost sheaf on Z, and MZ′ the ghost sheaf at the generic point of Z ′. There
is a morphism g#,gp : MgpZ → M
gp
Z′ with kernel K. By definition R
†(Z) = k(Z)(MgpZ )
and R†(Z ′) = k(Z ′)(MgpZ′ ). Now one can calculate k(Z
′) by observing that there is an
open dense subset of the generic fibre of g, isomorphic to Spec k(Z)[K]. Hence the field
of fractions is isomorphic to k(Z)(K). Hence R†(Z ′) = k(Z ′)(MgpZ′ ) = k(Z)(K)(M
gp
Z′ ) =
k(Z)(MgpZ ) = R
†(Z).
The result now follows from the functoriality of f ∗. Indeed the following square
commutes:
R†(Y )
∼=
//
f∗

R†(Y ′)
f∗

R†(X)
∼=
// R†(X ′)
s
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Definition 3.33. A log proper morphism f : X → Y between log schemes such that for
every morphism Spec kP → Y the fibre is the spectrum of a finite dimensional k-algebra
will be called log finite. This is of course the analogue of a finite morphism being a
proper and quasi-finite morphism.
Finally we need that degree is invariant in log flat families.
Theorem 3.34. Let f : X → B be a log finite and log flat morphism, with B irreducible.
Let b0 ∈ B be an embedding of either the trivial or the standard log point and bgen be
the generic point of B with its induced log structure. Then the sum of degrees over the
fibre of f at b0 equals the sum of degrees of the fibre of f at bgen.
Proof. We reduce this to the classical result, first tackling the case that B has non-
trivial generic log structure. Firstly localise at b0 so that B is the spectrum of a local
ring. Since f is log finite there is a refinement of B and X such that the induced map is
genuinely finite, the embedding of b0 lifts to a strict embedding, X and B have generic
log structure N. Take for example a weighted version of the barycentric subdivision,
weighted according to the embedding of b0. Relabel everything after lifting to this blow
up.
Now by assumption f is flat, the log structure at bgen is N and the log structure at
b0 is N. Since f is log finite any point lying in the fibre over b0 also has log structure
N. Then there is locally a chart:
X
B ×Spec k[N] Spec k[N] Spec k[N]
B Spec k[N]
ψX
chX
f a
chB
Such that the induced map ψX : X → B ×Spec k[N] Spec k[N] is flat. But B has generic
log structure N and so there is an isomorphism B ×Spec k[N] Spec k[N] ∼= B and X is
flat over B. The restriction map from the local ring at b0 to the log structure at bgen
sends (1, 1) to (1, 1). Let x0 be a point in the fibre over b0, and xgen a component
of X containing x0. Since every point has log structure N and the following diagram
commutes:
MB,b0 MB,bgen
MX,x0 MX,xgen
We have the following equality:
[MgpB,b0 :M
gp
X,x0
] = [MgpB,bgen :M
gp
X,xgen
]
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Therefore we have the following string of equalities, degb0 Xb0 = degb0 ψ · [M
gp
B,b0
:
MgpX,x0] = degbgen ψ · [M
gp
B,bgen
:MgpX,xgen] = degbgen Xbgen .
Now assume that B (and hence also X) has generically trivial log structure. The
relabelling process works as before except that X and B still have generically trivial log
structure. If b0 has trivial log structure then this is just the classical statement, so let
us assume further that b0 has non-trivial log structure. Then there is locally a chart:
X
B ×Spec k[N] Spec k[N] Spec k[N]
B Spec k[N]
ψX
chX
f a
chB
Such that the induced map ψX : X → B ×Spec k[N] Spec k[N] is flat and finite, hence
has a well defined degree e. But every degree d > 0 map A1 → A1 is flat, hence the
composite map X → B is also flat and proper, with degree de. Therefore we need only
show that the log degree of the fibre over the origin equals de. The log fibre product
however is isomorphic to the fibre product of X over the point (b0, 0) via ψX . This
gives a finitely generated k-algebra A together with a map k×N→ A sending (1, 1) to
zero. But the log degree of this over Spec k† is the dimension of A(s) as a k(t)-algebra
via the map t→ sd, which is precisely de.
4 Deformations and equivalences
4.1 Cycles
In this section we define cycles and actions of morphisms on these cycles.
Definition 4.1. A cycle on X is a proper monomorphism i : Z → X such that Z
admits a semi-flat morphism p to Spec kP where P is either N or 0. The dimension of
this cycle is logdimP Z.
There are some remarks we want to make about this definition. Firstly we could
allow P to vary further, but then one has to allow more equivalences between cycles,
in particular one could always reduce to this case, and I do not know how to directly
define pushforwards when the base has higher rank. The map p is canonical up to
unique automorphism of the log structure. The only real structure comes in the choice
of Z and i.
These should be contravariant for log flat morphisms and covariant for log proper
morphisms. We define actions on these here.
Definition 4.2. Let i : Z → Y be a cycle and f : X → Y a log flat morphism. The
pullback of Z is defined to be the cycle associated to Z ×Y X → X. The composition
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of the flat semi-morphism morphism Z → kP with the log flat morphism Z ×Y X → Z
is again a flat semi-morphism.
f ∗(i : Z → Y ) = [i : Z ×Y X → X ]
Similarly we can construct an action of pushforward on these cycles.
Definition 4.3. Let i : Z → X be a cycle and f : X → Y be a log proper morphism.
The composite fi has image which by Proposition 3.30 is semi/log-flat over the same
point as Z. We define the pushforward to be:
f∗(i : Z → X) = degZ/im(Z)j : im(Z)→ Y
And we call this the pushforward of the cycle.
Remark 4.4. It would appear that one can define a pushforward for proper log mor-
phisms which forget some of the log structure. The problem lies in proving that degree
is invariant under such a map, if the log structure varies then it could encode some
log degree which is not seen. See the proof of 5.2 for an idea of why one needs this
assumption, however one can work around this in dimension zero to define a degree
map.
4.2 Deformation equivalence
We now want to say what it means for two cycles to be equivalent. There are two types
of equivalence that we need to remove redundancy in our definitions.
Definition 4.5. A deformation family on X is a diagram of the following form:
W X × P1
P1
i
π
Such that W is log irreducible and simplicial with generic log structure either N or
0, π a morphism of schemes and i a proper monomorphism.
Note that we have not made any reference to the log structure on the base. This
is on purpose and explained by the definition of rational equivalence. To motivate this
subtlety it is enough to note that if the fibres of π are not connected then there is no
reason that the generic log structure on each connected component should match up.
To begin with we give a construction for the log structure locally on the base.
Lemma 4.6. Let p be a point in P1, D ⊂ X be a component of the fibre over p with
generic point ξ. Then there is a canonical choice of log structure on OP such that D
admits a semi-flat morphism to p and Oξ admits a log flat morphism to OP .
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Proof. There is an induced morphism SpecOD → SpecOP and we take the pushforward
of the log structure along this map. This gives a log structure on the base which is
generically N or 0 and such that the induced map is generically an isomorphism. Remove
from X the other components of the fibre over p, then by construction π extends to a
semi-flat morphism over C.
Definition 4.7. The notion of deformation family induces a notion of deformation
equivalence. Let W be a deformation family over P1 and p ∈ P1 a point. The above
construction gives for each component Di of the fibre over p a corresponding log struc-
ture Qi on p and semi-flat morphism to this, where by simpliciality Qi = k⋆⊕ 0, k⋆⊕N
or k⋆ ⊕ N2. If Qi = k⋆ ⊕ N2 in addition choose new maps ιi : pi = Spec k† → (p,Qi).
This gives a collection of points and semi-flat log schemes over them, hence using Defi-
nition 3.26 we can take the associated cycle, which we denote Wp. For fixed W we say
that two points p and q (and additional maps if needed) we say that Wp and Wq are
deformation equivalent. In general we say that two cycles are deformation equivalent if
they are equal under the induced equivalence relation.
Suppose that we have two choices of new map ι0 and ι1. We claim that there is
another deformation family deforming the fibre over ι0 to the fibre over ι1. Let WN2 be
the fibre over Spec kN2 and refine this by introducing a new ray to (N2)∨ spanned by
(1, 1). This gives a deformation family over P1 (as a scheme it is the trivial family!)
and ι0 and ι1 both lift to P1. Since products commute the fibre over ι0 and ι1 remain
the same. Therefore we are free to make assumptions about the ιi.
We write Z˜†k+1(X × P
1) for the free Abelian group generated by these families to-
gether with p = 0 and q = ∞. It has a canonical map to Z†k(X) sending W to
[Wp]− [Wq].
This is the part of the equivalence relation which includes geometric content. The
next part removes redundancies in our definitions, as well as the dependence on the ιi’s.
Definition 4.8. Let i : Z → X be a cycle and π : Z¯ → Z a log refinement. Then we
say that [Z] and [Z¯] are refinement equivalent.
We write B†k(X) for the subgroup of Z
†
n(X) consisting of those sums of cycles equiv-
alent to 0 under refinement equivalence.
The logarithmic Chow groups A†•(X) is defined to be the quotient
A†n(X) =
Z†n(X)
〈B†k(X), im Z˜
†
k+1(X × P
1)〉
5 Pushforward and pullback descend
We now prove that the proper pushforward and flat pullback defined above descend to
the quotient by the equivalence condition.
Theorem 5.1. The above pullback map descends to the log Chow group.
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Proof. To prove this it is enough to prove that pullback preserves deformation equiva-
lence and refinement equivalence separately. First let i : Z → Y be a cycle, π : Z¯ → Z
be a refinement morphism, and f : X → Y be log flat. Then π : Z¯ ×Y X → Z ×Y X is
again a refinement morphism, and the result follows.
Now we prove that it preserves deformation equivalence. Take a deformation family
W → Y × P1, let ık : Spec kP → P1 be a collection of points as in the definition of
deformation equivalence, let m be another collection of points and let f : X → Y be
a log flat morphism. The pullback family W ×Y X may now not be irreducible. There
will be some components which are horizontal with respect to the map to P1, but there
may also be components vertical with respect to this map. If the fibres of W ×Y X over
the ık and l are contained inside the horizontal fibres the induced cycle are contained
in some deformation family and hence are equivalent. If not then we must show that
one can deform to this situation. The only case where this can occur is if one of the
points Spec kPi is N
2. Suppose therefore that ı0 is the given choice of map, and ı′0 is
one such that the fibre of W ×Y X over it is contained in the horizontal components.
There are a series of components of W ×Y X linking the fibre over ι0 to the fibre over
ι′0. These correspond to a refinement of Spec kPN2 ∈ P
1. But taking the corresponding
fibre product of W over P1 we obtain a series of deformation families on Y deforming
between the two fibres with the property that the inverse image of each component is
irreducible.
Now we turn to pushforward, which as ever is a little more involved.
Theorem 5.2. The above pushforward map descends to the log Chow group.
Proof. Again we show that pushforward preserves the two notions of equivalence. Let
f : X → Y be a log proper morphism, i : Z → X be a cycle and π : Z¯ → Z be a
refinement morphism. We want to prove that the image of Z¯ is a refinement of the
image of Z. To calculate the image of Z we passed to a refinement of X, Y and Z such
that both i and f became strict. Since any two refinements are dominated by another
we may assume that Z already has these properties and Z¯ is a further refinement of
Z. This corresponds to a subdivision of the Artin fan of Z. But the map f is assumed
to be strict, and so this gives an induced refinement of the Artin fan of im(Z). This
refinement defines the image of Z¯.
Now suppose that W → X × P1 is a deformation family such that the image of
W is again a log irreducible subscheme of Y × P1. Suppose we choose the data of a
collection of points as in the definition of deformation equivalence, ık : Spec kP → P1
corresponding to the irreducible components Dk of the fibre over p ∈ P1. Let D1 be a
choice of one of these, and write D′l for the collection of components in the fibre of W
over p which map log dominantly to D1. By assumption we have that D′l → D1 is strict,
in particular the generic log structure on each D′l can be identified with that on D1.
By definition the generic point of each D′l maps via a log flat map to P
1
p with some log
structure determined by the generic log structures on D′l and W . But we can identify
all of the induced log structures by the above isomorphisms. Therefore we obtain a
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proper and log flat morphism:
W∑D′
l
→ f(W )D1
This morphism is log flat, but also strict. Hence it is actually flat, but it is also proper.
Therefore one has the equality:
∑
degD′
l
/D1 = degW/f(W )
The right hand side is invariant under different choices of D1 and different fibres. This
proves the claim under the assumption on W .
The image of W can only not be a log irreducible subscheme of Y ×P1 if the generic
log structure were N. Then the image is defined by taking some refinement of W and
we replace W by the closure of the inverse image of the locus with the generic log
structure. This has the desired property except the collection of points may not map
to this restriction. But any choice of point is equivalent to one mapping to this closure
and degree is invariant under this family.
In particular if π : X¯ → X is a proper degree d log étale morphism then we can
consider the composite of these two maps.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that π : X¯ → X is a proper degree d log étale morphism. Then
the composite π∗π∗ is multiplication by d.
This follows from the above formulae. In particular if d = 1, ie π is a log refinement,
then the composite is an isomorphism.
5.1 The Excision Sequence
An excision sequence provides an exact sequence associated to the inclusion of a closed
subspace of a target. Suppose that D is a closed log subscheme of X. We will describe
what we mean by the complement U and construct an exact sequence of log Chow
groups:
A†k(D)→ A
†
k(X)→ A
†
k(U)→ 0
To prove this we need to construct such closures.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a log scheme, U a strict open subset and let i : Z → U be
a cycle log flat over Spec kQ. Then up to passing to a refinement Z extends to a cycle
on X with a flat semi-morphism to kQ
Proof. We construct a log scheme with the desired geometric properties, then the choice
of semi-flat morphism exists by Corollary 3.22. First we may assume that the inclusion
of Z is strict and Z is simplicial. Then the closure of the image with the strict log
structure is not necessarily irreducible, but by the same technique as Lemma 3.15 there
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is a further blowup so that the strict transform of Z is irreducible and remains simplicial.
Take this to be the closure of Z.
This depends on the choice of refinements and so on, but any differences are con-
tained in the excised locus. Essentially this is an analogue of how one can add on
classes supported on the boundary and still get a good splitting (as sets) of the excision
sequence. The second operator that we need is a closure in families.
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a log scheme, U an open subset with the strict log structure
and W → U×P1 a deformation family. There exists an extension of this to a collection
of deformation family into X × P1, Wi such for each point b ∈ P1 the sum
∑
Wi,b is
the cycle associated to a refinement of Wb.
Proof. After performing some refinements we may assume that the inclusion of W into
X × P1 is generically strict and generically simplicial. Such a refinement can be made
by blowing up only along strata horizontal with respect to the map to P1. After this
W may no longer be irreducible, so we take the irreducible components of it Wi. By
Lemma 3.15 there is a further blowup of X so that the strict transform of all the
Wi’s are irreducible and generically simplicial. Then by Theorem 3.24 the result is a
deformation family.
Construction 5.6. Suppose thatD → X is a proper monomorphism. The complement
U is defined up to refinement as being the strict complement in any refinement such
that D → X is strict and proper.
Theorem 5.7. Let Z →֒ X be a strictly embedded subscheme and write U for the
complement. Then the following sequence is exact:
A†k(D)→ A
†
k(X)→ A
†
k(U)→ 0
Proof. We begin by proving that the map A†k(X) → A
†
k(U) is surjective. It is enough
to find a splitting on the level of sets. Therefore take a cycle on U , i : Z → U . Then
the closure of this defines a cycle on X which restricts to Z.
Now we prove exactness of the sequence A†k(D)→ A
†
k(X)→ A
†
k(U), following [EH16].
First note that the upper two rows and the columns of this diagram are exact:
then a diagram chase shows the desired result.
6 Comparison with b-Chow
The theory of b-divisors was developed by Shokurov in [Sho96] to control constructions
arising in the MMP. These can be extended to all codimension and come in two forms,
the large and small b-Chow groups. The kth large b-Chow group associated to a scheme
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0 〈Z˜†k+1(D × P
1), B†k(D)〉 〈Z˜
†
k+1(X × P
1), B†k(X)〉 〈Z˜
†
k+1(U × P
1), B†k(U)〉 0
0 Z†k(D) Z
†
k(X) Z
†
k(U) 0
A†k(D) A
†
k(X) A
†
k(U) 0
0 0 0
X is defined to be the limit of all k-dimensional Chow groups over blowups of X, with
maps given by pushforward. The kth small b-Chow group is defined to be the colimit
over all smooth blowups of X. Equivalently it is freely generated by k-dimensional
cycles modulo two cycles being the same if they pull back to the same cycle on some
common blowup.
Rather than considering all blowups one could consider only toric blowups induced
by refinements of the log structure. In a similar style let X be a log scheme, we
consider the category LogBlowUp(X) whose objects are morphisms f : X¯ → X which
are proper birational log refinement morphisms with (X¯) regular and whose morphisms
are morphisms of schemes over X. Then applying the functor Ak(−) we obtain a
filtered category of Abelian groups where the morphisms are given by pullback (since
every scheme is regular). Let us write Aτk(X) for the colimit of all of these.
When X is log smooth over a point this category is non-empty, the resulting groups
are well behaved and have an intersection pairing. Of course in general this category
may be empty. This definition has been studied by David Holmes in [Hol] and by
Rahul Pandharipande in his talks on the double ramification cycle. In those settings
the moduli spaces considered are log smooth, and so the above definition gives a good
construction. We aim to compare the construction of this paper to this colimit, though
finding the most general conditions for when the following theorem holds seems hard.
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme log smooth over the trivial log point.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism Aτk(X)→ A
†
k(X).
Proof. To construct a map to the inverse limit it is enough to construct a map from
each term in the diagram such that all the natural compositions commute. Therefore
let π : X¯ → X be a refinement in the category, there are canonical isomorphisms
A†k(X)
∼= A
†
k(X¯), and so it is enough to produce a morphism from Ak(X¯) → A
†
k(X¯).
Therefore let α be a cycle on X¯. By the moving lemma we may assume that α =
∑
niVi
where the Vi meet each strata of the log boundary transversely. Then giving each Vi
the induced log structure defines a log cycle on X¯. We claim that this is defined up to
rational equivalence. Suppose that
∑
niVi and
∑
mjUj are two choices of representative
which are rationally equivalent over P1, given by a family W inside X¯ × P1 and points
0 and ∞. Then W generically maps into the locus where X has trivial log structure.
Take the closure of this locus to obtain an irreducible log subscheme of X × P1. Since
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the Vi and Uj all are log irreducible and have generically trivial log structure the closure
of the fibre at 0 and∞ respectively have cycle classes
∑
niVi and
∑
mjUj respectively.
This gives W the structure of a deformation family deforming between the two cycles.
Then for any other refinement X˜ → X¯ the following square commutes:
Ak(X˜) Ak(X¯)
A†k(X¯) A
†
k(X˜)
Hence these give compatible morphisms.
To prove that this is an isomorphism we first note that it is eventually surjective.
Given a log cycle on X there is a choice of refinement π : X¯ → X such that this is
represented by a strictly embedded subscheme. This is then in the image of the above
map, in particular from X¯. Suppose that we had an element in the kernel, α. This
specifies a log refinement π : X¯ → X and representative as a sum α =
∑
niVi, which as
above we may take to meet the log strata transversely. Then we construct an inverse
map A†k(X¯)→ Ak(X¯). This is given by passing to the support of a cycle. This preserves
refinement equivalence, since refinements do not change the support. It also preserves
deformation equivalence. Suppose that W is a deformation family on X × P1, W is
log irreducible and so the underlying scheme is irreducible, mapping dominantly to P1.
Therefore any two fibres of it are rationally equivalent. Thus this map is well defined
and gives a splitting of the constructed map. In particular the map is injective.
In the case where X is say log regular we believe that such a statement still holds,
although we do not have a moving lemma to work with. A related statement on the
cohomology groups should follow for arbitrary log schemes log smooth over a point once
one had a notion of Poincaré duality for log Chow groups. Hopefully this statement
could be proven without relying on the moving lemma.
Further the definition of Aτk(X) given above does not immediately admit a notion
of flat pullback, neither does it support an excision sequence. Equally worryingly when
the scheme in question is not regular the above category can be trivial, for instance if
the singularities occur away from the locus of the log structure, this construction really
does only work when one is dealing with something approaching a log smooth scheme.
Therefore it seems that the log data really does give the correct additional structure to
produce well defined geometric objects.
In any case we end with the following corollary, which will be the starting point for
my next paper on this subject:
Corollary 6.2. Let X be a projective log scheme log flat over the trivial log point. Then
the log Chow groups have an intersection pairing induced by the above theorem.
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